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Objectives
1. Review various non-clinical 

careers available to PAs
2. Provide resources for several 

highlighted non-clinical careers
3. Outline next steps for PAs 

interested in pursuing 
non-clinical careers
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Clinical Burnout: A Growing Epidemic

● In 2021, 34% of PAs surveyed reported symptoms of burnout
○ 30.2% reported interpersonal disengagement 
○ 45.9% reported work exhaustion

● Most healthcare workers are burned out
○ 55% of front-line health care workers reported burnout (defined as mental and physical 

exhaustion from chronic workplace stress)
○ 69% of health workers aged 18 to 29 identified as burned out. 

■ This same age group also reported the highest negative impact of the pandemic on their 
mental health (75%), 

■ A majority of all health care workers (62%) reported some mental health repercussions. 

Blackstone, SR, et al. Depression, burnout, and professional outcomes among PAs. JAAPA: September 2021 - Volume 34 - Issue 9 - p 35-41, KFF/The 
Washington Post Frontline Health Care Workers Survey Published: Apr 06, 2021
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Clinical Burnout: The Great Resignation

● The COVID-19 pandemic has driven healthcare workers to reevaluate their 
careers

● 47% of US healthcare workers plan to leave their current role within the next 3 
years

● AMA Survey: 
○ 1 in 5 physicians indicate they will leave their current role within 2 years
○ 1 in 3 healthcare professionals indicate they intend to reduce work hours in the next 12 

months
● Mayo Clinic Proceedings:

○ 63% of physicians report at least 1 symptom of burnout
■ Increased from 44% in 2017

○ Only 30% felt satisfied with their work-life balance

Elsevier Health. Clinician of the Future Report 2022. Sinsky CA COVID-Related Stress and Work Intentions in a Sample of US Health Care Workers. Mayo Clinic 
Proceedings. 2021. Tait SD, et al. Changes in Burnout and Satisfaction With Work-Life Integration in Physicians. Mayo Clinic Proceedings. 2022.  
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Non-Clinical Careers

Some Questions to ask 
yourself.

Hohman JA. Outside The Clinic. AAPA

1. What skills or talents would you like to use 
that you are not able to use in clinical 
practice?

2. Is there a specific cause for which you 
have a passion?

3. Would you enjoy research or working on 
policy or regulations?

4. In which situations are you at your most 
creative and best at solving problems?
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Non-Clinical Roles for PAs

Executive Level Jobs 

● Healthcare system leadership/CEO
● Insurance industry director
● Pharmaceutical executive 
● Venture capital
● Investment analyst
● Medical/ Legal consulting 
● Board of directors
● Non-profit leadership
● International health administration 
● Politics

Disease Control

● Senior Clinical Research Associate 
● Medical industry research 
● Healthcare product development 
● University based basic science research 
● Pharmaceutical industry based clinical research
● Population health 
● Medical/health statistics

http://www.nonclinicaldoctors.com/transition-toolkit
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Non-Clinical Roles for PAs
Administration

● Hospital administration
● Education dean
● Pharmaceutical company director 
● Biomedical device company director 
● Business consulting

Jobs within the Payer System 
● Healthcare insurance executive 
● Corporate healthcare benefits advisor 
● Private insurer consulting/ medical reviews
● Government healthcare director

Marketing 

● Pharmaceutical / bio device marketing
● Healthcare system marketing
● Healthcare technology commerce
● Market share strategy consulting
● Medical spokesperson 

Technology

● Healthcare technology software development
● Healthcare technology implementation
● Telemedicine
● Medical equipment development

http://www.nonclinicaldoctors.com/transition-toolkit
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Non-Clinical Roles for PAs
Teaching

● PA school education
● Undergraduate university/graduate education
● Healthcare professions education
● Patient education
● Media based education
● Educational material production
● Curriculum development
● CME development

Publications 

● Medical editor
● Health/medical oversight board
● Pharmaceutical/research writer 
● Healthcare/medical content author

Government and Regulation

● Government healthcare policies
● Health care system compliance
● Private consulting to government regulators
● Specialty certification oversight
● Specialty guideline development

Scientific Writing

● Grant writing
● Health and medical marketing/ communication
● Medical editing

http://www.nonclinicaldoctors.com/transition-toolkit
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Non-Clinical Roles for PAs

Publications 

● Medical editor
● Health/medical oversight board
● Pharmaceutical/research writer
● Healthcare/medical content author

Wellness 

● On-air health expert/ medical correspondent 
● Wellness Videos
● Writing
● Speaking
● Concierge care
● Corporate wellness program director

Entrepreneurship

● Expert witness 
● Medical entrepreneurship 
● Business ownership
● Medi Spa ownership
● Franchise ownership
● Be creative

http://www.nonclinicaldoctors.com/transition-toolkit
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Medical Affairs

● A Medical Science Liaison (MSL) is a member of the medical affairs team 
within a pharmaceutical company

● MSL Core Roles:
○ Therapy Area Knowledge

■ Maintain a detailed understanding and knowledge of the disease space
○ Gather Insights

■ Gather feedback and insights from scientific experts to inform research and strategic 
direction

○ Developing Key Opinion Leader (KOL) relationships
■ Maintain peer-to-peer relationships with key opinion leaders
■ Understand their needs and implement targeted medical data

○ Scientific Engagement Activities
■ Work with healthcare providers to engage in scientific activities such as advisory boards, 

speaker programs, and clinical trials

MSL Consultant. https://www.mslconsultant.com/post/medical-science-liaison-job-description. 
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Roles of MSL

○
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Resources

● Medical Science Liaison Society
○ Membership includes a mentorship program
○ Includes an Elearning course on how to become an MSL

● Medical Science Liaison Institute
● Books: 

○ The Medical Science Liaison Career Guide: How to Break into Your First Role
○ All Medical Science Liaisons Started with No MSL Experience, and Fundamentals of 

Compelling Medical Science Liaison Resumes, by Jane Chin, Ph.D.
● PAs in Healthcare Industry

○ AAPA special interest group
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Medical Affairs: Next Steps

● First MSL role can be difficult as many employers require previous industry 
experience

○ High degree of competition for entry level positions
● Identify a mentor currently working in an MSL position

○ Network Network Network
● Create a LinkedIn profile 

○ focus on clinical research, pharmacy and therapeutics committees, formulary committee, or 
specific clinical expertise

● Contact an MSL Recruitment firm 
○ Speak with a recruiter on how to position yourself for your first MSL job

Jurica, J. 10 Nonclincal careers you can pursue today
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Medical Writing

Medical Writing
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What is Medical Writing?

● Journal articles and manuscripts for scientific publication
● Continuing education materials
● Regulatory documents for government agencies
● Patient education brochures, news articles, website content, books
● Health care policy documents
● Grant proposals
● Sales training and marketing materials for health care products

American Medical Writers Association. About Medical Communication.
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Medical Writing: 5 Questions to Get Started 

● What type of medical writing do you want to do?
○ Regulatory, education, marketing/promotional

● What type of audience do you want to write for?
○ Technical and scientific audience, other health professionals, or patients/general public

● How are your current writing skills?
○ Can you organize your writing well, can you write quickly and efficiently?
○ Do you enjoy writing?

● Where do you want to work?
● Earning expectations?

○ What is the lowest salary that will make you happy
○ What is a reasonable salary expectation given your current skill set

American Medical Writers Association. About Medical Communication.
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Resources for Aspiring Medical Writers

● Coursera Writing in the Sciences 
○ This course teaches scientists to become more effective writers
○ Topics include: principles of good writing, tricks for writing faster and with less anxiety, the 

format of a scientific manuscript, peer review, grant writing, ethical issues in scientific 
publication, and writing for general audiences.

● Medical Writing Course for Beginners - a LinkedIn Group
● Fishbowl 

○ Pharma and health advertising - a useful site for anonymous discussions
● First Medcomms Job.com / Next Medcomms Job / Medcomms Networking 

○ Trio of websites started by Peter Llewellyn, a high profile recruiter in the UK, chock full of high 
quality resources (and job boards)

● The Healthcare Comms Podcast
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Medical Writing: Next Steps

● American Medical Writers Association: Ultimate Guide: How to get started in 
medical writing

○ Determine a focus
■ Medical writing is divided by writing settings and specializations. 
■ Identify which subset of medical writing fits your interests and skillset

○ Assess your knowledge and skills
■ Most people who do not write frequently will need refreshers in writing, editing, statistics, and medical 

terminology. 
■ AMWA Essential Skills Certificate Program

○ Explore resources
■ AMWA offers many different resources and supports for new medical writers

○ Network
■ Provides informal learning opportunities 
■ 70% to 80% of medical writings report they found their current position through networking. 
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Healthcare Technology

● Medical Informatics
○ Study of the design, development, adoption and 

application of IT-based innovations in healthcare 
services delivery, management and planning. 

○ Clinicians act as a bridge between information 
technology and practicing clinicians,

●  Examples:
○ EMR Protocols
○ Creating procedures for effective use of technology 

in health delivery.
● Medical informatics/health tech jobs exist within 

healthcare systems, insurance companies, and 
private startups
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Resources for Health Tech

● American Medical Informatics Association
● American Health Information Management Association
● Books: 

○ Health Informatics: Practical Guide for Healthcare and Information Technology Professionals by Robert E. Hoyt 
(Editor)

○ Deep Medicine: How Artificial Intelligence Can Make Healthcare Human Again
● Podcasts:

○ Health Tech Spotlight
○ Digital Health Unfiltered

● Health Data Management Online Journal
● Coursera: Health Informatics Specialization 

○ Learn To Tackle Health IT & Big Data the Right Way. Become a leader in the dynamic and rapidly growing field of 
health informatics.

Nonclinicalphysicians.com, Lauren Curtis via Linkedin
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Healthcare Administration

● MANY different roles within administration
○ Director of APP services
○ Utilization management advisor

■ Determines the appropriate care status (outpatient vs. inpatient) and determine if continued stay is 
warranted. 

■ Expert regarding appropriateness of testing and invasive procedures
○ Clinical Documentation Improvement

■ CDI Advisors teach other clinicians appropriate coding
■ Value based care make CDI roles will become more valuable as more reimbursement will be driven by 

capturing these metrics 
● Administrative roles are available within healthcare systems, insurance payers, and often within 

large employers
● Some administrative roles can be done as a consultant

○ Medical file review
○ Medicolegal consulting

www.nonclinicalphysicians.com
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Resources

● Books:
○ The Hospital Guide to Contemporary Utilization Review, by Stefani Daniels 

and Ronald Hirsch
○ CPT Coding: Professional Edition by the American Medical Association

● American College of Physician Advisors
● National Association of Physician Advisors
● SEAK

○ Annual Non-clinical Careers Conference
● American Academy of Professional Coders
● American Health Information Management Association
● Association of Clinical Documentation Improvement Specialists
● E&M University (coding)

○ Online elearning resources for coding within all specialities
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Administration: Next Steps

● Join committees at your hospital or organization 
○ hospital utilization, case management, informatics committees. 

● Learn about authorizations, case management, denials, and appeals within your organization. 
● Learn medical billing and this side of healthcare
● Consider further education

○ MOOC, certificate programs, or advanced degree
● Identify a mentor that is currently working in an administrative role. 

○ Establish a relationship and a dialogue about pursuing a similar career.
● Network Network Network

○ Create a LinkedIn profile with a focus on experience in administrative roles and committees
○ Identify roles within other organizations that fit your interest and skillset, network with your 

peers within those roles
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Education

● There are 293 ARC-PA accredited PA programs
● PA education offers opportunity for part-time and full time positions
● Other roles are available outside of PA education

○ Undergraduate university/graduate education
○ Healthcare professions education
○ Patient education
○ Media based education
○ Educational material production
○ Curriculum development
○ CME development
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Education: Next Steps

● Network with local 
colleges/universities

● Consider precepting or 
guest lectures

● Consider part time 
positions to build 
experience and CV

● Terminal degrees are 
often 
expected/encouraged
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Non-Clinical Government Roles: Public Health

12 federal agencies currently employ health professionals in public health roles
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National Park Service: Office of Public Health

● Healthcare roles in the following 
areas of field service

○ Food safety
○ Recreational water
○ Drinking water
○ Wastewater
○ Backcountry
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Non-Clinical Government Roles: FBI Special Agent
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Summary

1. Identify a non-clinical career that interests you and fits your 
abilities/skillset

2. Determine if additional training/certification/experience is needed
3. Network Network Network

a. Linkedin
b. Local connections
c. Alumni networks

4. Consider part-time side hustles to “trial” your non-clinical career 
interests

5. If you transition to a non-clinical career, mentor others
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Comments and Questions?

Find/Message us on Linkedin

John Mcdonald, PharmD Michael Asbach, DMSc, PA-C, Psych-CAQ


